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Foreword
When I moved to Cathedrals Ward in 1990 after living in many different parts of London, I felt
an intense connection with the area. It took me several years to realise that its strong sense
of community reminded me of my childhood growing up in Newcastle upon Tyne. It is
therefore quite ironic that the comment I hear most often when asked where I live is,
“Waterloo? Really? I didn’t think anyone actually lived there.”
I love living in Southwark and am constantly surprised by how many of its buildings of
obvious architectural and historic note are unresearched and unprotected. I am not antidevelopment and I accept that London is a city of ever-changing needs; that said, the nature
of the extensive regeneration in Cathedrals Ward in the last 15 years – focusing on new build
hotels, office space, student accommodation and premium-priced luxury flats – has led to the
loss of a number of period buildings and a steady erosion of the mixed urban communities
that make this part of London so unique. If Cathedrals Ward is to have any chance of
remaining a place of visible architectural and social heritage and where people from all walks
of life can continue to afford to live, the balance between new and existing builds needs to be
urgently redressed.
In 2010 a much-loved former Victorian warehouse in the Valentine Place townscape close to
where I live was suddenly and unexpectedly demolished over a period of just a few days. Its
loss caused a huge outburst of local feeling and ever since I have found myself barely able
to walk past the remaining gap site without feeling an incredible sense of sadness. So when
a further building in the townscape - the former Edwardian bakery and printworks at No. 21
Webber Street - also came under threat of demolition in 2011, I became part of a group of
residents and local business owners who mounted an intensive campaign to save the
building. We were supported in our efforts by leading experts in architecture and history and
by local councillors, and the outcome of all this hard work was the creation of the Valentine
Place Conservation Area in 2012.
It is often assumed by the general public that conservation area status provides protection
for buildings. In reality, however, demolition and/or major redevelopment can and do occur:
all that is required is planning approval from the local council. Three remaining buildings of
scale in the Valentine Place townscape are owned by the same company which demolished
the former Victorian warehouse on the site in 2010, and the submission of a planning
application for a major redevelopment of these buildings is expected any day now. The aim
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of this illustrated document is therefore to provide a comprehensive, fact-based account
focusing primarily on the fascinating history of No. 21 Webber Street and the contribution it
has made to Southwark’s architectural and industrial heritage. Having traced its history and
that of its predecessors in the Valentine Place townscape back to the 1880s, I believe No. 21
Webber Street to be an outstanding period building which is worthy of retention not simply in
its façade, but also in its entire external structure, and that an independent survey should be
carried out to ascertain how much of its interior can be retained. Moreover, No. 21 Webber
Street is not the only building to make a valuable contribution to the townscape: the Victorian
warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place has an industrial history and architectural design
which makes it also worthy of retention.
Additional factors which underpin my argument for retention of these period buildings are
Southwark Council’s own official guidelines on how development should be approached in
the townscape and in particular the need for retention of its period warehouses, and the
many examples I have provided in this study of successfully restored period buildings as
evidence of the possibilities which exist for restoring No. 21 Webber Street and Nos. 3-5
Valentine Place to their former glory.
This study has been seven months in the making. I have funded the project myself and spent
countless hours of my spare time researching, writing, photographing buildings and seeking
permissions from copyright holders. There is no commercial gain involved for me and there
never will be: my hope is simply that my work will be of educational interest to libraries, local
residents and businesses, Southwark Council, local councillors, social historians and
architectural experts, and that my findings will help to save as much of this historic
Southwark townscape as possible.

Barbara Grehs
July 2013
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1. Introduction
The Valentine Place Conservation Area is situated in Cathedrals ward in the north-western
corner of the London Borough of Southwark. The area is a historic cohesive townscape lying
between Blackfriars Road to the east, Boundary Row to the north, Webber Street to the west
and Valentine Row to the south.
The conservation area comprises the following buildings: Nos. 1-8 Boundary Row; No. 2
Pontypool Place; No. 12 Valentine Place; Nos. 2-10 Valentine Place; a gap site (formerly No.
1 Valentine Place, a Victorian warehouse demolished in 2010); Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place;
Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place / No. 21 Webber Street; Nos. 27- 31 Webber Street, and
No. 108 Blackfriars Road.

Aerial view of the Valentine Place Conservation Area
© Google Maps, 2012

The exact demarcation of the conservation area was mapped out on a sketch produced by
Southwark Council in 2012 as part of its investigation into the eligibility of the townscape for
conservation status.
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© Southwark Council, 2012
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No. 21 Webber Street (National Grid Reference TQ 31614 79745) was constructed in 1907
for Maltina Bakeries. For more than a century, this Edwardian building of stock brick, faience1
materials and neo-classical elements has made a major architectural and industrial
contribution to the Valentine Place townscape, with its own unique story to tell.

No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Prior to the building’s construction in 1907, the Blackfriars Flour Mill had been established in
the centre of the Valentine Place townscape as early as the 1880s. This, along with the
founding of the British National Bakery School at the nearby London South Bank University
in 1884, marked the beginning of a long tradition of baking in the area that was to last until
the 1960s. During this time, all of the buildings in the townscape (with the exception of the

1

7

Moulded glazed or unglazed terracotta blocks used structurally or as cladding (Oxford Dictionaries, 2013).
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southside of Boundary Row) survived the intense bombing offensive of Waterloo during the
Second World War.
In 1965, No. 21 Webber Street became home to Letraset Ltd, a company that achieved
worldwide recognition for its invention of highly innovative products for commercial
designers. The printing industry had actually been an integral part of the townscape dating
back to at least the early 1870s: there was a large printing works at Boundary Row
(Ordnance Survey, 1872), which was still in existence 40 years later (Ordnance Survey,
1914); Letraset occupied No. 21 Webber Street from 1965 to 1980; and the long-established
Silverprint company made No. 12 Valentine Place its home from the late 1980s to 2012.
The architectural qualities of No. 21 Webber Street have been acknowledged by leading
experts; moreover, its positioning at the junction of Webber Street and Valentine Place
provides definition and shaping to the Valentine Place townscape as well as a focal point for
northern views into the conservation area (Southwark Council, 2012).
The aim of this illustrated history is to provide a comprehensive fact-based account of the
building’s architectural and historical value and to argue for a complete protection of its entire
fabric. A further key building in the townscape - the former Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5
Valentine Place - is also of architectural and historical interest and worthy of retention.
Underpinning the argument for retention of these buildings are Southwark Council’s stated
guidelines on how development should be approached in the townscape and in particular the
need for retention of its period warehouses; and the many examples of successfully restored
period buildings included in this study, which provide solid evidence of the potential for
restoring No. 21 Webber Street and Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place to their former glory.
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2. The 18th Century: The Birth of a Townscape
From its roots in prehistoric times to its location within the medieval manor of Paris Gardens
and its subsequent emergence in the late 1790s as an area that has hosted a wide range of
local trades and industries for over 200 years, the Valentine Place townscape has made a
unique contribution to Southwark’s history.
The area in which the townscape is situated possesses interest in terms of prehistoric
archaeology relating to a channel that fed the Thames from Blackfriars Road, and a number
of antiquarian references exist regarding Roman archaeological finds within the Blackfriars
Road area. In early medieval times the townscape lay in the well-defined manor of Paris
Gardens, an area believed to have originated from Withiflete, a hide of land held by
Bermondsey Abbey (Southwark Council, 2012).
Early maps, including the Morden and Lea Map of 1682 and John Rocque’s map of 1746,
show the area of what is now the Valentine Place townscape as open ground. By 1766 a
road was apparent among open fields, along what is now the current line of Webber Street
(Rocque, 1766).
By the 1790s terraces of small houses had been built as homes for people working in new
industries, such as the manufacture of tinplate and japanware in Webber Street (Southwark
Council, 2012). These late 18th century changes marked the birth of the Valentine Place
townscape and the beginnings of a new era in the social and industrial history of the area.
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3. The 19th Century
3.1 The Valentine Place Townscape Takes Off
An early 19th century pen drawing (London Metropolitan Archives, 2013) provides a glimpse
of how the Valentine Place townscape continued to take shape in the first quarter of the
1800s. There are six lots for sale and two buyers’ names: James Flint and Joseph John.

Drawing by unknown author, ca. 1821
Courtesy of London Metropolitan Archives

The two largest lots extended back towards Blackfriars Road, covering the area numbered
today as Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place, Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place and No. 21 Webber
Street.

Detail of drawing by unknown author, ca. 1821
Courtesy of London Metropolitan Archives
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The four lots for sale on the Webber Street side of the townscape were located on the site of
what is today the former Edwardian bakery and printworks at No. 21 Webber Street.

Detail of drawing by unknown author, ca. 1821
Courtesy of London Metropolitan Archives

From the mid-19th century onwards, the number of trades in Webber Street began to grow
rapidly: between 1848 and 1854 the number of listed trades rose from 22 to 43, among
which were two individual bakers’ premises - Mrs Sophia Sturrock at No. 6 Webber Street
and Andrew Forsyth at No. 15 Webber Street in 1848, and Adam Schutz at No. 6 Webber
Street and Frederick Almand at No. 15 Webber Street in 1854 (Post Office, 1848; and
Watkins, 1854).
The Old Ordnance Survey Waterloo & Lambeth Marsh 1872 map shows how the Valentine
Place townscape continued to develop in its essence of industrial premises and terraces of
small cottages for workers, all while maintaining its structure and shape over time. The map
also shows the wide variety of industrial premises and workers’ housing in the areas close to
the townscape, such as Barron’s Place, Webber Row and Blackfriars Road.
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Old Ordnance Survey Waterloo & Lambeth Marsh 1872
Courtesy of Alan Godfrey Maps
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3.2 Baking Comes to Town
In the 1870s rollermills were being introduced on a large scale basis, and in 1879 and 1881
London was host to exhibitions of rollermilling machinery (www.fabflour.co.uk, 2013). This
type of machinery, along with a rise in the use of conveyors and elevators, brought major
reductions in the labour-intensive nature of the baking industry, as evidenced by the fact that
from 1880 to 1899 the number of mills in Britain fell from 10,000 to 2,000
(www.fabflour.co.uk, 2013).
By 1884 a milling company had appeared at No. 61 Webber Street under the name of
“Blackfriars Mill Co. millers”, managed by Henry Perry (Post Office, 1884). The company
continued to be listed at 61 Webber Street under Mr Perry’s management until 1890.
Although the Blackfriars Mill Company subsequently disappeared from the listings for three
years (Post Office, 1891, 1892 and 1893), a plan of properties produced in 1893 clearly
shows a large flour mill situated directly behind a rectangular-shaped building at 61 Webber
Street; next to No. 61 Webber Street there were an additional four buildings of similar shape,
numbered as 63, 65, 67 and 69 Webber Street (London Metropolitan Archives, 2013).

Webber Street and Blackfriars Road (BHE), 1893
Reproduced by permission of the City of London Corporation
13
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Webber Street and Blackfriars Road (BHE), 1893
Reproduced by permission of the City of London Corporation

The British National Bakery School was founded as a culinary school at the nearby London
South Bank University in 1894 and is still in operation at the university today as the oldest
bakery school in the world, “encouraging people of all ages and backgrounds to train for a
career in baking.” (www.bakeryinfo.co.uk, 2013).

3.3 In and Around the Townscape
Fire insurance plans (Goad, 1889) give a detailed overview of the industrial and residential
makeup of the Valentine Place townscape and its surrounding area. The townscape itself
was home to three businesses of scale - the Blackfriars Flour Company (marked on the
plans as “Blackfriars Corn Mills”), W.B. Saunders (ham curer) and C.J. Percival (provisions
warehouse) - and there was also a smaller premises used by Novello as a paper store
warehouse.
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The area numbered today as 27-31 Webber Street was a gap site and would later become
the location for a new tenement block named Marshall’s Buildings. There were many
dwellings situated along Valentine Place, and in Angel Place which cut directly across the
townscape from Valentine Place on the northside to Valentine Row on the southside.
On the northside of the townscape lay the large James Pascall confectionery factory, a
business of major importance in the area.

Pascall’s factory in 1877
© Mondelēz International

To the west, the industrial buildings in Barron’s Place were home to rag warehouse M. Harris
& Co, mincing machine manufacturer Spong & Co, and woodworker and engineer W. Norris.
The J. Harding British Iron Foundry was located to the south west in Webber Street, and
along the southside of Webber Row there was a plethora of smaller businesses, including a
bakehouse, an engineer, a smithy, a wheelwright, a small basket factory and an industrial
area known as Emmett’s Yard. There were dwellings all along the northside of Webber Row,
including Young’s Buildings Artizans’ Dwellings at the junction of Webber Row and Waterloo
Road.
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The Hedgers Almshouses, comprising of eight cottages, had been built in 1805 on the
southside of Webber Row by James Hedger, proprietor of the infamous Dog and Duck public
tavern. Widows or daughters of James Hedger’s former tenants were given priority for
occupancy of these cottages; they also received money and coal from the Trustees as well
as “roast beef and entertainments on Founders Day.” (Bankside then and now, 2013).

Thomas Hosmer Shepherd’s view of Hedger’s Almshouses in Webber Row, 1857
© Trustees of the British Museum

The 1872 Old Ordnance Survey map shows how, almost 70 years after their construction,
the almshouses still occupied a significant site in Webber Row with a large area of open
space in front of them, looking eastwards.

Hedger’s
Almshouses

Hedger’s Charity Almshouses, Old Ordnance Survey Waterloo & Lambeth Marsh 1872
Courtesy of Alan Godfrey Maps
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The southside of Webber Row backed onto the extensive Peabody Square Artizans’
Dwellings, constructed in 1871. The famous Surrey Theatre was also located in Blackfriars
Road, close to Peabody Square. In 1889 there was an opthalmic hospital under construction
next to St George’s Circus.
In 1894 Blackfriars Flour Mills appeared to undergo a name change and was listed as
“Maltina Bread Company (The)” at No. 61 Webber Street (Post Office, 1894). By 1896 larger
scale industrial buildings had begun to appear on Valentine Place, including No. 1 Valentine
Place, which was built for a food dealer. This trend towards larger industry was creating
significant changes in the townscape, with terraced houses being cleared away to make
room for workshops and warehouses (Southwark Council, 2012).

In 1898 a change of ownership of the bakery was announced in a notice detailing the
dissolution of a partnership between John Perry, George Kemp and Edwin March in the
business of “Wholesale Bakers of Bread Biscuits and Cakes and Sellers of and Dealers in
Flour under the style of the Maltina Bread Company at the Blackfriars Flour Mills London”
and stating that Mr. Perry would in future “carry on business alone at the Blackfriars Flour
Mills London under the style of the Maltina Bread Company.” (The London Gazette, 1898).

Source: The London Gazette, 1898
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4. The 20th Century
4.1 Maltina the Rising Star
The Maltina company continued to be listed at No. 61 Webber Street until 1903 as “Maltina
Co. (The) who. bread mfrs”. That same year the firm paid out a dividend, as announced in a
notice published under the name of “Oscar Berry, Trustee”, regarding a “First and Final
Dividend” to be paid to creditors (The London Gazette, 1903).

Source: The London Gazette, 1903

At this time, in addition to larger scale bakeries such as Maltina there were many small
bakery shops in London, as illustrated by several examples in Edmonton. Bakeries often
delivered bread in hand carts, which were a common sight on the streets of the capital.
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Breyer’s bakery in Silver Street, Edmonton, ca 1903
Courtesy of Pat Cryer, Join me in the 1900s, www.1900s.org.uk

Curnock's shop at 27 Silver Street, Edmonton, ca. 1910
Courtesy of Pat Cryer, Join me in the 1900s, www.1900s.org.uk
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A Curnock's delivery by handcart, ca. 1920
Courtesy of Pat Cryer, Join me in the 1900s, www.1900s.org.uk

Silver’s bakery handcart, 1903
Courtesy of Pat Cryer, Join me in the 1900s, www.1900s.org.uk

From 1905 to 1907 there was no listing for No. 61 Webber Street (Post Office, 1905, 1906
and 1907): this was probably due to the building at that location having being demolished to
make way for the new Edwardian premises constructed for Maltina Bakeries, as suggested
by the existence of a gap site at No. 61 Webber Street on the Ordnance Survey map of
1907. This map also revealed significant changes in the local area: although there were still
many workers’ dwellings along Angel Place and Valentine Place, the new Marshall’s
Buildings had been constructed in Webber Street and there was now a cooperage on the site
of the former Novello paper store warehouse. Across to the west in Barron’s Place, the entire
warehouse space had been given over to one large business (a rag store) and the entire
southside of Webber Row had been redeveloped with the construction of five London County
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Council housing blocks which are today Grade II listed residential properties housing a
vibrant and engaged mixed community. The iron foundry was still in existence to the south in
Webber Street.
It is likely that the Maltina Bakeries building at No. 61 Webber Street was nearing completion
around the time of the 1907 Ordnance Survey mapping, as evidenced by the presence of a
carved stone plaque bearing the year 1907 on the upper external Valentine Place flank of the
building.

1907 stone plaque, No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

In 1909 the Maltina company reappeared at No. 61 Webber Street under a new name of
“Maltina Bakeries Ltd” (Post Office, 1909). In 1910 “Maltina Bakeries” was listed at Webber
Street, although no specific street number was shown under the bakery’s name (Post Office,
1910); it is also possible that the bakery was extended around that time, as suggested by the
following entry in a leading engineering publication: “Messrs. Stuart's Granolithic Co., Ltd., of
4 Fenchurch Street, E.C., inform us that orders have been placed with them for ... extensions
to Maltina Bakeries, ...” (Concrete and Constructional Engineering, 1910).
Evidence of promotional activities by Maltina Bakeries in the Edwardian era exists in an
advertisement entitled “Bride Cakes” and subtitled “The Charm of the Wedding Feast” in the
January 2011 supplement of the prestigious illustrated Lady’s Realm monthly magazine.
In 1913 the Maltina company was listed with the slightly extended name of “Maltina Bakeries
Ltd”, but no specific street number was shown (Post Office, 1913). The many references to
Maltina Bakeries in a variety of publications and the scale of the building that had been
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commissioned are a clear indication that this was a major business in Southwark during the
Edwardian era, operating in an area awash with industry. For example, in 1914 a walk
southwards from No. 93 Blackfriars Road towards St George’s Circus would have taken in
the following: a boot repairer, coffee rooms, a large printworks, a builder, a tobacconist, The
Crown public house at No. 108 Blackfriars Road, a furniture dealer, the large factory of
confectionery manufacturer James Pascall Ltd at Nos. 99, 100 and 101 Blackfriars Road, a
watchmaker, a pewterer, a motor engineer, the Salvation Army, a steam cooker
manufacturer, a fruiterer, a hairdresser, and artists in stained glass (Old Ordnance Survey,
1914).

Old Ordnance Survey Waterloo & Southwark 1914
Courtesy of Alan Godfrey Maps
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By 1917 Maltina Bakeries Ltd had reappeared as occupying No. 61 Webber Street (Post
Office, 1917). In 1919 a Special Resolution was passed regarding the reconstruction of
Maltina Bakeries, whereby the company was wound up voluntarily and a new company was
registered under the name of "The Maltina Bakeries Limited" (The London Gazette, 1920).

Source: The London Gazette, 1920

4.2 Maltina’s Townscape Neighbours
Throughout the 1920s until 1937, Maltina Bakeries Ltd was shown as occupying No. 61
Webber Street (Post Office, 1923, 1925, 1931 and 1937). The ongoing contribution of the
townscape to large-scale industry at that time is evidenced by the longevity of the Maltina
company and a number of its neighbouring firms, such as the Pascall’s confectionery factory
at No. 100 Blackfriars Road (Grace’s Guide, 2012 and Pascall, 1966) which, like Maltina,
advertised its products in the press.
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Pascall advertisement, 1922
Courtesy of Grace’s Guide

Another major firm in the townscape, Gaskell & Chambers, occupied a large Victorian
building stretching from No. 5 Valentine Place on the northside of the townscape across to
Valentine Row on the southside (Joass, 1934). This original period building is still in
existence today as Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place and is occupied by S2, a company providing a
range of production, set design and construction services for live events
(www.s2events.co.uk, 2013).
Originally a pewtering company in the 1880s, by the 1900s Gaskell & Chambers was dealing
in bar fittings, pumps and many other related products for the licensed trade
(www.birminghamhistory.co.uk).
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Gaskell & Chambers "Thrusite" Dalex beer engine
Gaskell & Chambers catalogue, 1934
© Mike Ashworth Collection

Architects’ plans drawn up in the 1930s for Gaskell & Chambers show a large two-storey
development (J.J.Joass, 1934 and 1935). While it is evident from the Victorian building still in
place on the site that these plans were not ultimately realised, the firm nevertheless stayed
on in the existing Victorian building with an extensive business that was still in operation 30
years later (Goad, 1968).
The Ordnance Survey map of 1937 showed further developments in the area: in the
Valentine Place townscape, Maltina Bakeries occupied a large site and the dwellings in
Angel Place had been demolished. Angel Street had effectively disappeared, with the space
it had occupied now allocated to the townscape as industrial warehousing space. To the
south there was a large bar fitting works, which today is the site of private housing in a
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modern development named Bridgehouse Court. Across to the west in Barron’s Place, the
rag store had become an engineering works and in Webber Street the number of iron
foundries had increased from one to two. In 1938, the numbering of Maltina Bakeries was
extended and listed as “53 to 61 Webber Street” (Post Office, 1938).

4.3 An Insider’s View of Maltina Bakeries
A fascinating first-hand account of daily life at Maltina Bakeries exists in five diaries
belonging to Miss Violet Gladys Tyler, who lived with her mother at 25 Ladywell Road,
Lewisham, London SE13 and worked in an office at Maltina Bakeries (Tyler, 1937-1941).
The Census of 1911 shows just one entry for a Violet Gladys Tyler in Lewisham, aged two
months at the time (British Government, 1911), and it is highly likely that this was the same
Violet Gladys Tyler who worked at Maltina Bakeries; in 1937 she would therefore have been
in her 27th year.
Miss Tyler used the train to travel from Lewisham to Waterloo and worked for Mr Edwin
March, who appears to have been the owner or managing director of the bakery. The name
Edwin March is in itself interesting in terms of the history of ownership of the bakery, since a
check of various UK Censuses from the 19th century (British Government, 1841, 1851, 1861,
1871 and 1881) point to evidence that the Edwin March for whom Miss Tyler worked might
well have been a direct descendant of the Edwin March who had co-signed the change of
ownership notice for the bakery in 1898 (The London Gazette, 1898). Moreover, in an entry
in March 1938, Miss Tyler stated that “Edwin lunched with members of Parliment [sic]”,
suggesting that the bakery and/or Edwin March held a position of some status with politicians
in Neville Chamberlain’s government.
Miss Tyler’s daily references throughout her diaries give a detailed insight into the working
life of the bakery and provide an indication of the scale of the Maltina Bakeries business.
Activities included annual stocktaking, annual general meetings, Thrift committee meetings,
Thrift Society annual general meetings and foremen’s teas. Senior staff attended the Bakers
Exhibition and bake price meetings. Miss Tyler’s wide-ranging duties included accounting,
production, staff administration and product development. The diaries make reference to
many different colleagues’ names (both male and female). The bakery produced an
extensive range of products: bread, buns, rolls, cakes, almond pastes, Christmas cakes,
mince pies, icing, and Maltina brands “Vienna”, “Vitacut” and “Jack and Jill cakes”.
Production quantities were often quite large, for example, an order for 6,600 mince pies, and
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a 40,000 bun order which was actually described as a “not so good” order (Tyler, 1939). In
1941 the customer list numbered 16,000 and included organisations and companies still in
operation today, such as M&S in Slough, Windsor and Maidenhead, and the YMCA, with the
latter client being of such importance that when it phoned through a cake order the workers’
dinner hour would be interrupted or they would end up working late so that the cakes could
be made up (Tyler, 1939-1941).
There are various mentions in the diaries of the use of horses, suggesting that the bakery
was using horse-drawn vehicles until the 1940s (Tyler, 1940). Such vehicles were still in use
at this time by many different types of trade, but especially favoured by bakeries and dairies
(www.britishdrivingsociety.co.uk, 2013).
The bakery’s busiest period was from late November onwards in the run up to Christmas,
with Christmas Eve tending to be a chaotic day, as illustrated by comments such as
“Everything in a terrible mess. Half the stuff not out and Bread not out. Teale was cutting it
up all day. All started out late.” and “Still baking, last loaf left factory at 4pm.” (Tyler, 1937
and 1938).
The diaries also contain references to various internal features of the building. There was a
bakehouse, a boardroom, offices, fireplaces, shutters on the windows, and possibly also a
bomb shelter constructed in the early years of the Second World War. The existence of
concrete floors and stone stairs is evident in Miss Tyler’s comments about numerous
accidents she had during her working days, often sustaining injuries after slipping on
ingredients in the bakehouse or falling up the stairs (Tyler, 1937-1941).

4.4 Maltina Bakeries during the Second World War
From September 1938 Miss Tyler’s diaries began to mention the threat of war: on 25
September she noted that Chamberlain had gone to see Hitler and that “things look bad, war
likely”, followed on 28 September by “Great consternation at work about the war and gas
proof shelters at work.”
Regular references to the war’s impact on daily life across Europe began to appear in the
diaries 11 months later: on 1 September 1939, Miss Tyler wrote of the Germans having
bombed Poland and that “masses of children” were leaving London; and during an air raid on
2 September the bakery workers saw “planes and lots of gunfire”.
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In 1940, the listing for the company changed to a new address of No. 21 Webber Street
(Post Office, 1940). Since there is no evidence of Maltina having moved to different
premises, it is likely that the building simply underwent a change of numbering at this stage,
as evidenced also by the fact that Miss Tyler listed her work address in her diary as “Maltina
Bakeries 21, Webber St Blackfriars Road SE1” (Tyler, 1940).
In the early days of the Blitz, Miss Tyler’s diaries recorded an average of around two air raids
per day (Tyler, 1940); however, as the German offensive gained momentum, the number of
raids increased exponentially, with Waterloo railway station being regularly targeted
throughout the eight-month period of intensive bombing (www.westendatwar.org.uk, 2013).
With the intensification of the war, the diaries became increasingly populated with references
to its impact on the working life of the bakery as well as Miss Tyler’s personal life and that of
her family and neighbours in Lewisham. During September 1940, when the Luftwaffe
dropped 5,300 tonnes of high explosives on London over a period of 24 nights
(www.bbc.co.uk, 2013), Miss Tyler recorded a number of incidents: for example, on 10
September 1940 the workers heard a British fighter “give chase with machine gunfire” and
they “went down to the shelter”, although it is not clear whether the bakery had its own bomb
shelter or whether the workers used the shelters known to be located under the garden
between Delarch House and Algar House in nearby Webber Row (www.london-se1.co.uk,
2012); on 16 September 1940 the bakery experienced its narrowest escape of the Blitz, as
described by Miss Tyler when she arrived at work the following day: “Bombs were dropped
the previous night either side of Maltina on Jefferies and in Webber Street. All Maltina
windows were out so we had fresh air. Maltina was without any gas or electric, so we
couldn’t make any bread, we couldn’t run our machinery.”
Miss Tyler’s account of these bombs is supported by the Aggregate Night Time Bomb
Census records of high explosive bombs falling in Boundary Row and Webber Street
between 7 October 1940 and 6 June 1941 (www.bombsight.org, 2013), and by an aerial
photograph taken after the end of the war showing clear bomb damage in close proximity to
the Valentine Place townscape (Hunter Autosurveys Ltd, 1946).
On the night of this near miss for the bakery, it was not only its windows which sustained
damage: there are still clear signs today of what are believed to be shrapnel holes dug into
the brickwork on the Webber Street flank of the building.
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Maltina Bakeries brickwork, No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Maltina Bakeries brickwork, No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

By the next day, however, in the spirit of resilience that characterised the war
(www.bbc.co.uk, 2013), the bakery was back in action with its bread production, despite this
being a day featuring “so many warnings we didn’t take note of them but we didn’t hear
anything at all, so carried on with our work.” (Tyler, 1940).
The bakery’s windows remained boarded up after the bombing incident (Tyler, 1940),
probably due to the continuing frequency of raids during the rest of September and October,
which would have made replacing the windows a risky measure.
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On 30 September 1940 there were five raids, “large formations came over” and the building
was without water for part of the day, which meant that the bakery could not make its Vienna
product; on 3 October 1940, they “had heavy gunfire during the afternoon” but did not go to
the shelter and on 8 October 1940 there were “raids all day long” and one of the vanmen
“had an oil bomb explode beside his van, throwing his van across the road and tearing the
side out” (Tyler, 1940).
On 25 October 1940 Miss Tyler reported what appeared to be another narrow miss for the
bakery and its staff: “About 10.15am 3 bombs whizzed down, we scooted into the
Bakehouse, the men all ducked. One fell next to Pascall’s [in Valentine Place] demolishing 2
shops.” This was followed on 29 October 1940 by further bomb activity in close proximity to
the bakery, described by Miss Tyler as follows: “During the morning we heard some bombs
whizz down and rushed into the Bakehouse.”

Maltina Bakeries brickwork. No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

At the height of the Blitz on the night of 10 to 11 May 1941, when 711 tons of high explosive
and 86,000 incendiaries were unloaded over London during 500 sorties by Luftwaffe
bombers (www.westendatwar.org.uk, 2013), the bakery itself was fortunate enough to
escape damage: the only reported problem from this night of intensive bombing was the
building being without water on 12 May and thus unable to bake any products or deliver any
bread (Tyler, 1941).
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Miss Tyler’s difficulties in journeying to work are recorded regularly in the diaries, reflecting
the disruption of the bombing offensive on the public transport infrastructure. She was rarely
able to travel into Waterloo train station and would instead proceed as far into London as
possible by train (to London Bridge for example) and then take the No. 1 bus or walk the
remaining route to the bakery. On occasions she would have to get off a bus when the sirens
sounded and make her way to the nearest air raid shelter, which caused her to arrive very
late at work. After work, she was often driven home by Maltina van or by car (Tyler 19401941).
The war years clearly had a significant economic impact on the bakery’s business. For
example, when the water, gas and electricity supplies were out of action, no bread could be
baked; on one such occasion, Maltina had to have its bread baked at the large Nevill’s
Bakery (Tyler, 1940) in Milkwood Road, Herne Hill (National Archives, 2013). This major firm
had been in operation since late Victorian times (Pfleiderer, 1887) and on 27 September
1940 Miss Tyler wrote in her diary, “Nevills [sic] Bakery at Herne Hill was hit and destroyed”,
a comment supported by data from the Aggregate Night Time Bomb Census listing two high
explosive bombs recorded in the vicinity of Milkwood Road between 7 October 1940 and 6
June 1941 (www.bombsight.org, 2013).
Despite the severity of the Blitz, the numerous first-hand accounts from Miss Tyler about the
proximity to the bakery of war plane activity, and the two high explosive bombs which fell on
Webber Street and Boundary Row in 1940, with the exception of the southside of Boundary
Row the buildings situated within what is now the Valentine Place Conservation Area did not
suffer unduly during the war; evidence for this exists in an aerial photograph (Hunters
Autosurveys, 1946) showing the intact Valentine Place townscape and the locations of the
two high explosive bombs which had fallen nearby during the Blitz, and by the 1951
Ordnance Survey Map showing the townscape with its buildings, shape and layout still in
place (Southwark Council, 2012).
In November 1940 - perhaps in an attempt to repair some of the financial damage caused by
the war years - the bakery began a new initiative of bread rounds; at that time, a bread round
typically consisted of vans delivering bread directly to people’s homes (Cryer, 2013). The first
day “was a terrible mess, they came back with crowds of bread and hardly any wanted for
the next day”; on the following day there was a significant improvement but trade was “still
very much down” (Tyler, 1940). This was in stark contrast to the pre-war years, when Miss
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Tyler had noted highly positive comments such as the mince pie order in 1937 having
“exceeded all years”.
By the end of the war, “Many dreams and future hopes had been blighted by air raids
forever. Hundreds of thousands of people in London and across Britain had lost everything,
their homes and businesses gone for good.” (Thomas, 2010). Sadly, Maltina Bakeries was
about to also become one of these casualties.

4.5 Maltina’s Star Eclipsed by a New Bakery
Maltina Bakeries’ 40-year history in Webber Street finally came to an end in 1948, as
evidenced by a notice published on 9 December 1947 of a general meeting to be held at the
Wonder Bakery, White Hart Lane, Wood Green London N22 with respect to the winding up
of The Maltina Bakeries Limited (The London Gazette, 1947).

Source: The London Gazette, 1947
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While the actual reasons for the company being wound up are not known at present, it is
very likely that the war years had taken a heavy toll on the running of the business through
the constant disruptions caused by air raids, bombs shattering the bakery’s windows and
blowing shrapnel holes into its walls, regular interruptions to water, gas and electricity
supplies, falling demand for products due to economic hardship among the general public,
and the severe difficulties experienced by staff in getting to and from work and in delivering
the bakery’s products to customers.
Although Maltina Bakeries was finally wound up in 1948, fortunately this did not mark the end
of the building’s use as a bakery: just one year later The Wonder Baking Company, a leading
business in modern baking, appeared in the listings as occupier of No. 21 Webber Street
(Post Office, 1949).
The Wonder Baking Company had been established in 1937 as a new firm in White Hart
Lane (Baker, T.F.T. et al, 1976) and was known for introducing modern baking technology,
such as the use of the first bread slicing and wrapping machine at its premises in Wood
Green, north London, in 1937 (www.telegraph.co.uk, 2011). The company’s innovative
methods were summed up in 1944 by the Ministry of Information when it commissioned a
series of photographs at the Wood Green factory:
“When, at the end of 1944, the British loaf cast off some of its war-time greyness
and became 80% white again, bakers all over the country felt that peacetime
amenities were almost within sight. But at the Wonder Bakery, Wood Green,
London, Mr Brookes (Assistant Area Bread Officer for the Northern Suburbs) and
his son W J Brookes will have to wait before they can make the sliced and
wrapped 'Wonderloaf' which was their speciality before the war. The Wonder
Bakery started in 1937 in a newly built factory with modern British machinery
incorporating many new American ideas - Mr Brookes junior had studies [sic]
bakery methods in America. The bakery then had four vans, and on the day they
opened, no customers. Now it has 70 vans and 3,500 wholesale customers in the
London area. Never once, even at the height of the Blitz, was production (which
continues 24 hours a day) interrupted. The bakery employs about 400 work
people of whom, since the war, 95% are women. 250 old employees are in the
services. So much of the work is done by machinery that the only skilled bakery
labour is that of the foreman and dough mixers.” (Imperial War Museums, 2013)
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The extensive range of machinery in use at Wonder Baking’s Wood Green factory included
the automated weighing and dividing of flour, dough proving, bread loading via conveyor
belts, and gas-fired travelling plate ovens (Imperial War Museums, 1944).

The Wonder Bakery in Wood Green, London, 1944
Reproduced by permission of Imperial War Museums

The Wonder Bakery in Wood Green, London, 1944
Reproduced by permission of Imperial War Museums
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The automated processes and continuous running system utilised by The Wonder Baking
Company in Wood Green during the Second World War - a period in which the company
actually went from strength to strength - were in stark contrast to Maltina Bakeries’ wartime
experience as a small-scale business where day-to-day operations and production suffered
hugely due the intense targeting of the Waterloo area by bomber aircraft.
In 1959 Marshall's Buildings, the tenement building adjacent to No. 21 Webber Street, was
demolished. Photographs taken during the demolition process (Benders Studios, 1959) show
the corner section of No. 21 Webber Street to the left of Marshall’s Buildings, a Wonderloaf
delivery van parked nearby outside a small cafe, and Farnhams (described as a “thriving
greengrocers” by a former local resident who lived in Marshall's Buildings as a child); and the
inner courtyard of Marshall's Buildings where the southern flank of No. 21 Webber Street and
its grilled windows are evident on the right.
Photographs of No. 21 Webber Street as it looks today on its upper southside section
suggest that Marshall’s Buildings adjoined the bakery at the front section in Webber Street,
as evidenced by remnants of wall tiles on the exposed brickwork from the demolished
tenement rooms.

Tiles on the upper southside of No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Tiles on the southside upper flank of No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The demolished Marshall's Buildings were replaced with a post-war single-storey building
numbered as 27-31 Webber Street and occupied by The Express Dairy Company (Goad,
1968).
The Wonder Baking Company was to remain at No. 21 Webber Street for a further 16 years
and was listed throughout this time as “Wonder Baking Co. Ltd. who. bakers” (Post Office,
1950, 1955 and 1960). The company’s delivery vans, painted with Wonderloaf branding,
were a well-known sight on the streets of London during the 1950s and 1960s
(www.flickr.com, 2013 and www.na3t.org, 2013). A resident who was born in 1943 and has
spent his entire life living in nearby Webber Row was interviewed by the author of this report
and remembers the bakery from his childhood and the smell of baking bread drifting into the
street.

Photo by the late Arthur Hustwitt, courtesy of NA3T Transport Photos
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By 1965 the Wonder Baking Company had moved out of No. 21 Webber Street and was
listed at White Hart Lane N22 (Post Office London Directory, 1965); by this time it was a
branch of Spillers-French Baking, with a workforce of 450 people (Baker, T.F.T. et al, 1976).

4.6 Letraset the Innovators
In 1965 the bakery at No. 21 Webber Street underwent a major change of use with the
arrival of the Letraset printing company. Although the company’s address was listed as “Nos.
17/19 (odd) Valentine Place, Webber street SE1” (Post Office, 1965), Nos. 17/19 (odd)
Valentine Place is effectively one and the same building as the No. 21 Webber Street
building and it may have been that Letraset simply wanted to use one of the entrances on
Valentine Place as its main delivery point, especially as there are loading bays and a steel
crane jib situated on the first and second floors of this particular flank of the building.

No. 21 Webber Street loading bays and steel crane jib
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Letraset had been founded in 1959 and when it took over No. 21 Webber Street as additional
premises in 1965 it was still a relatively young company at the beginning of a highly
successful and innovative period in its history.

© Letraset

In 1961 the company’s newly launched Dry Transfer Lettering system was hailed as “a
revolution in the studio” and made Letraset a household name in the commercial design
industry (www.letraset.com, 2013).

© Letraset
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The technique achieved worldwide popularity for lettering before word processing and
desktop publishing arrived with the advent of the computer age (Rand, R., 2009).

© Letraset

© Letraset

In the 1960s Letraset applied the Dry Transfer System to the creation of a children’s game
called Action Transfers (www.flickr.com, 2013).

Letraset’s Space Adventure Action Transfers
© Michael Gerrish
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Fire insurance plans (Goad, 1968) present a clear visual of the key buildings in the Valentine
Place townscape, including Letraset Ltd at Nos. 17/19 (odd) / No. 21 Webber Street, the
Express Dairy Co. Ltd Depot at Nos. 27-31 Webber Street, Brega & Rossi Ltd wines and
spirits warehouse at No. 2 Valentine Place, and Gaskell & Chambers based in the stillstanding extensive Victorian building stretching from Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place across to Nos.
6 and 7 Valentine Row and which contained offices, a garage, a saw mill, a timber store, and
two sections where French polishing and joinery were carried out.

© Goad Fire Plans, 1968
Reproduced with permission from Experian

The detail of the Goad plans provides an excellent representation of the interior of No. 21
Webber Street in 1968. The company name is marked on the plan as LETRASET LTD, on
the Webber Street flank of the building (numbered as No. 21 Webber Street). The northern
flank of the building stretches along Valentine Place and is numbered as 19 to 17 Valentine
Place.
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© Goad Fire Plans,1968
Reproduced with permission from Experian

Inside, the building comprised of two to three floors and appeared to be structurally very
sound, with concrete floors, stone staircases and a steel truss roof. There were two sets of
stone stairs inside the building: one near the offices situated in the corner section at the
junction of Valentine Place and Webber Street; and a further one towards the rear of the
building. Packing and printing were indicated in a large area on the first and second floors.
The smaller third floor, which is still visible today from the outside of the building on the
Valentine Place flank, housed the canteen, and a laboratory was indicated on the first and
second floors.

In 1970, Letraset was still located at No. 21 Webber Street along with the other major and
long-standing businesses in the area, including the Express Dairy Company in Webber
Street and Gaskell & Chambers in Valentine Place (Kelly’s, 1970). Letraset was listed at this
time at Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place, suggesting that the company was still using the
entrances and possibly also the crane jib on this particular flank of the building (Kelly’s,
1970).
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Letraset’s Action Transfers were marketed as Kalkitos from 1975 under contract from Gillette
(Vinelott, 2007-2013). The Kalkitos games, in which players created their own unique stories
by populating sheets of blank scenery with images of people, animals, objects and vehicles
(www.kalkitos.sg, 2013) were hugely popular in the 1970s and 1980s in Europe, South East
Asia, Central America and South America (www.goldenmap.com, 2013).
The Kalkitos titles came in different sizes, including a Kalkitos book and packaging which
could be converted to point-of-purchase stand. These products were largely produced and
made in Italy, Portugal or Spain. The Mr. Kalkitos character appeared in many Kalkitos' print
advertisements and TV commercials between 1979 to 1983 (Kalkitos® , 2013).

Kalkitos products and advertising, 1970s and 1980s
© KALKITOS®

The Kalkitos brand still exists today, with the new Kalkitos titles being produced in Singapore
and sold worldwide (www.kalkitos.sg, 2013).

Kalkitos products today
© KALKITOS®
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By 1975 Gaskell & Chambers had moved out of Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place. The Express
Dairy Company continued to occupy Nos. 27-31 Webber Street, next door to No. 21 Webber
Street (Kelly’s, 1975).
No. 21 Webber Street was photographed by George Young in 1977. A large Letraset Ltd
logo is visible on the first floor section of the Webber Street flank of the building and there
are also clear views of the entrance at No. 21 Webber Street and the entrance at Nos. 17/19
(odd) Valentine Place nearest to Webber Street. The building appears to be in an extremely
well-maintained condition, as might be expected of occupiers as commercially successful as
Letraset.

© George Young, 1977
Courtesy of Southwark Local History Library

By 1980 Letraset had relocated to Nos. 195-203 Waterloo Road (Kelly’s, 1980) and went on
to successfully survive the impact of large-scale computerisation by converting its extensive
range of typefaces into digital format.
Letraset is still in operation today, supplying creative media to diverse groups such as
commercial designers, students, illustrators and Manga artists (Letraset, 2013).
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4.7 Webber Street Goes Multi-Tenancy
In 1980 no company names were listed for Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place or No. 21
Webber Street, suggesting that the building stood vacant at this time; however, Maltina’s
former long-time neighbour, The Express Dairy Company, continued to trade at Nos. 27-31
Webber Street (Kelly’s, 1980).
In 1986 there were three different companies operating from No. 21 Webber Street: building
contractors Gladding Construction Co. Ltd (previously at No. 1 Valentine Place in 1980),
Mountbarrow International Projects Ltd, and electrical contractors Alliance Electrical Co. Ltd
(Kelly’s, 1986). The Express Dairy Company was still trading in Webber Street at this time
(Kelly’s, 1986).
From 1988 to 1990 Gladding Construction and Alliance Electrical were listed as occupying
No. 21 Webber Street (Kelly’s, 1988 and 1989; Reed, 1990). Further directories after 1990
have not been examined for the purposes of this account of No. 21 Webber Street, but it is
known that at some point the building was home to courier and messenger services
company, Tropical Express Ltd, as evidenced by signage still visible today on the front door
of the No. 21 Webber Street entrance to the building.

No. 21 Webber Street main entrance
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Other more recent occupants’ names (for example, Dress to Kill and Survey.com) have also
been observed at the Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place entrance; however, after carrying out
its appraisal of the Valentine Place townscape, Southwark Council noted that Nos. 17-19
(odd) Valentine Place and No. 21 Webber Street were “unoccupied” (Southwark Council,
2012). The post-war building at Nos. 27-31 Webber Street is currently home to Spectrecom
film studio (www.spectrecom.co.uk, 2013).
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5. The 21st Century
5.1 The Valentine Place Townscape under Threat
In 2010 a much-admired Victorian warehouse at No. 1 Valentine Place was demolished
suddenly and at rapid speed by the owners. Originally established in 1812 and rebuilt in
1882, this Victorian warehouse had an immaculately preserved exterior, which provided
defined shaping and a fine aesthetic on the northside, eastside and southside of the
townscape. Its sudden demolition therefore marked the loss of a much-loved building that
had been an intrinsic part of the townscape’s landscape and history for 140 years.

No. 1 Valentine Place (demolished 2010)
© Google Maps, 2010

No. 1 Valentine Place main entrance (demolished 2010)
© Google Maps, 2010
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The sudden demolition of No. 1 Valentine Place caused great consternation among residents
and local business owners and created a realisation that there was no protection in place for
the remaining period buildings in the Valentine Place townscape.
Following the demolition, the resulting gap site was used for three years as a depot yard to
service the construction of a new seven-storey building at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road.

Gap site of the demolished No. 1 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Gap site of the demolished No. 1 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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A view of the gap site today (July 2013) shows the extent of the original Victorian warehouse
that had stood on the land from 1882 to 2010.

Gap site of the demolished No. 1 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

5.2 Demolition Looms
In December 2011 a number of local residents spotted an A4 notice affixed to one of the
windows of the westside flank of No. 21 Webber Street, advising of the intention to demolish
the building. In January 2012 members of the Webber & Quentin Residents Association - a
long-established and very active group for the area - took the lead in mounting an urgent
campaign against the demolition. A petition was signed by 35 local residents and businesses
and placed on record by Southwark Council.

Save No. 21 Webber Street petition
© Polly Rossdale, 2012
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Members of the Webber & Quentin Residents Association also consulted a range of
architectural experts about the building and engaged in detailed communications with
Southwark Council regarding its proposed demolition. The views of a number of the experts
consulted are summarised below.
Andrew Saint, Professor of Architecture, and General Editor, Survey of London:
“The building...is a former factory building, mostly two storeys high. It was built
for a firm called Maltina Bakeries in 1907 and extended soon afterwards, in 1910
as it seems. Though quite extensive, the building is modest in scale and very
respectful of its neighbourhood – exactly the kind of thing that is so valuable in
the characterful mixed urban neighbourhood around Blackfriars Road. The fronts
are of brick with some very nice terracotta or faience classical detailing in the
salient places. I have not seen the interiors, but should expect them to have
concrete floors and perhaps some exposed steelwork. The building looks in
essentially good repair and in every way solid and serviceable.” (Saint. A., 2012,
pers. comm. 25 January).

Corner section with faience detail at No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Chris Costelloe, Conservation Adviser, The Victorian Society:
“21 Webber Street is an important building in this area of Southwark. Its
handsome faience and stock brick façade is well designed and makes an
important contribution to the local environment. It is the core of an important
group of historic warehouses extending down Valentine Place. Its demolition
would significantly damage the historic environment of this area. Given the
architectural quality of the building and its historic importance as a notable
exemplar of Southwark’s industrial heritage, I hope that you will insist on a full
Environmental Impact Assessment. I would also like to nominate the building for
local listing. However, even in its current state as an undesignated heritage
asset, full consideration should be given to the impact of the demolition on the
historic environment as part of the planning process.” (Costelloe, C., 2012, pers.
comm. to Southwark Council, 20 January).

No. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place, looking westwards
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Juliet Mitchell, Southwark resident and Professor at the Courtauld Institute of Fine Art, UCL
and Cambridge University:
“...the area of Coin St, Lower Marsh and the precincts of the Old Vic - designated
the second most important historical theatre in London - is a unique and
exemplary inner city community, much admired by interested overseas visitors.
The building [No. 21 Webber Street] is in part in very successful use - and part
not. The basic condition is good and the whole most elegant. It could ideally be
renovated, for instance, into luxury flats and thus help the area go further.”
(Mitchell, J., 2012, pers.comm. 12 January).

Window with faience detail at Nos. 17-19 (odd) Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

5.3 Creation of the Valentine Place Conservation Area
The intensive campaign to save No. 21 Webber Street received immediate attention from
Southwark Council and led to the entire Valentine Place townscape being designated a
conservation area under the Civic Amenities Act of 1967, at a planning meeting on 27 March
2012. During this meeting, the loss of the Victorian warehouse at No. 1 Valentine Place was
specifically mentioned in direct relation to a new need to protect the remaining buildings on
the site (Southwark Council, 2012).
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The Victorian Society praised Southwark Council for its action in creating a conservation
area that included No. 21 Webber Street (www.victoriansociety.org.uk, 2012).

5.3.1 Shape and structure
Further to this designation, Southwark Council carried out a full appraisal of the area, which
was subsequently adopted in September 2012. The appraisal noted that this cohesive
townscape of industrial and warehouse buildings had remained largely intact throughout the
centuries:
“The historic street layout remains, creating a legible and permeable
environment. The intimate scale and high quality and architecturally interesting
frontage developments of two to four storeys, have survived largely intact....The
streets are narrow, generally between 3.50 to 6 metres in width, and well
enclosed by industrial buildings and former warehouses which generally ranges
[sic] in height from two to four storeys. The absence of a planned open space
contributes to the overall sense of a well enclosed/confined townscape.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).
The narrowness of the townscape’s streets can be clearly observed in Pontypool Place
and Valentine Place on the northside, and in Valentine Row on the southside.

Pontypool Place (northside of townscape)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Valentine Row (southside of townscape)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.3.2 Praise for No. 21 Webber Street
Southwark Council’s 2012 appraisal of the Valentine Place townscape highlighted in
particular the architectural qualities of No. 21 Webber Street:
“No. 21 Webber Street, Nos. 17-19 (odd) Valentine Place contrasts with the
utilitarian industrial buildings of the majority of the conservation area. Built c.1910
for the Maltina Bakery Company in the Edwardian neo-classical style. The
building is yellow brick with golden terracotta dressings and occupies the site on
the corner of Valentine Place and Webber Street. The corner of No. 21 is canted,
although the original openings has [sic] been in filled, the others survive on
Webber Street and Valentine Place. On the Valentine Place elevation the central
loading bay with timber flaps and bracketed canopy and a steel crane jib has
been retained. The roof is concealed behind a moulded terracotta coping. The
classical pediments, projecting hoods, timber doors, sash windows and chimneys
stacks and pots are all a feature of the building, which makes a positive
contribution to the conservation area and wider environs.” (Southwark Council,
2012).

Nos. 17-19 (odd) Valentine Place, looking east from Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Aerial view of No. 21 Webber Street from Overy House in Webber Row
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

“While planned views are not a feature of the Valentine Place townscape, No 21
Webber Street provides an interesting focal point for northern views into the
conservation area.” (Southwark Council, 2012).

Aerial view of Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place, from Quentin House
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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“...elaborate classical details exist in stucco and terracotta on...No 21 Webber
Street.” (Southwark Council 2012).

Neo-classical features at No. 21 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

“Original double-hung vertically sliding timber sash windows and timber doors and
central loading bay have survived to No. 21 Webber Street. The decorative terracotta
and originally chimney stacks and pots are also a feature of this neo-classical building.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).

Loading bays at Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place,
viewed from Quentin House
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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No. 21 Webber Street chimney, viewed from Overy House in Webber Row
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Gary Rice, Head of Development Management, Southwark Council:
“No. 21 Webber Street is an architecturally and historically significant building within
the Valentine Place Conservation Area. Between 1896 and 1916 there was a period
of significant change in the proposed conservation area. The late 18th century small
terraced houses had been cleared away and replaced with larger industrial buildings;
workshops and warehouses and public houses. No. 21 Webber Street retains a fine
yellow brick façade with classical Edwardian decorative terracotta features. Historical
maps confirm that the building has formally been used as a bakery and print works.
On the 16th December 2011, the Council received an application for prior notification
of demolition (LBS Reg: 11-PA-0026) of No. 21 Webber Street, followed by an
application for a screening opinion for the demolition (LBS Reg: 12-AP-0239). The
proposals would result in the loss of an important local building and would have a
significant impact upon the character and appearance of the area. The application
follows the demolition of No 1 Valentine Place, a contemporaneous building, for which
no prior application for demolition was made. The designation of the Valentine Place
Conservation Area, would give the council additional powers over the development
and the use of land within it.” (Southwark Council, 2012).
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No. 21 Webber Street entrance door in Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Tracey Chapman, Senior Design and Conservation Officer, Southwark Council:
“A conservation area is defined as ‘an area of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance’. We are of the opinion that Valentine Row, Valentine Place, Boundary
Row (southside), Pontypool Place and Webber Street (northside) are of special
architectural and historic quality and worthy of designation as a conservation
1area.” (Chapman, T., 2012, personal comm. 24 August).
After considering the concerns raised by experts and residents about No. 21 Webber Street,
on 17 January 2012 Mr Michael Tsoukaris, Group Manager Design & Conservation at
Southwark Council, advised residents to approach English Heritage directly and nominate
the property for statutory listing (Tsoukaris M., 2012, pers. comm. 17 January).
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5.3.3 Other key buildings in the townscape
Prior to the demolition of the Victorian warehouse in 2010, no other period building dating
from Victorian or Edwardian times had ever been destroyed in the townscape. This policy of
sensitive retention helped to ensure that the Valentine Place townscape retained its historic
layout and character throughout time, as evidenced by a number of different buildings.
The Grade II listed Crown public house at No. 108 Blackfriars Road was described by
Southwark Council in 2012 as follows: “ ... a late 19 [sic] pub with elaborate red brick and
th

stucco Queen Anne style front of 4 bays with a 2 bay gabled attic. Painted timber casements
and doors have been retained to the Blackfriars Road elevation.

No. 108 Blackfriars Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 108 Blackfriars Road, viewed from
Overy House in Webber Row
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Nos. 1-8 Boundary Row consist of early 20th century three-storey former factory buildings
and a raised basement level. Their architectural features were summed up by Southwark
Council in 2012 as follows: “ ... in yellow brick with segmental arches in matching brick, or
red brick as the range extends westwards. The former loading bays have blue brick reveals
and either yellow brick or red segmental arches. The raised basement plinth, running along
the development is also in a contrasting blue brick. Beneath the red rubber segmental
arches, run a double band of blue brick, separated with a line of stock bricks. Window
openings have been altered and extended at ground floor level. Sills are concrete and
windows are modern in metal, but retain the traditional small pane design. Roofs are
concealed behind a parapet, which varies in height in relation to the former development
pattern. However, chimney stacks and pots are visible from street level. The buildings have
in recent years altered and converted to offices and form part of a development with Nos. 2
to 10 Valentine Place.” (Southwark Council, 2012).

Nos. 1-8 Boundary Row
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Nos. 2-10 Valentine Place

Nos. 2-10 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 2 Pontypool Place is a single-storey late 19th century building situated on the narrowest
street in the entire Valentine Place townscape. Its features were described by Southwark
Council in 2012 as follows: “ ...stock brick building, with blue brick plinth. Beneath the red
rubber segmental arches, run a double band of blue brick, separated with a line of stock
bricks. Cast-iron windows of 30 small panes remain, with bullnose blue brick sills. One
original entrance has been in filled with stock brick; the other retains a 4 panel timber door
with square fanlight. The butterfly roof is concealed behind a parapet.” (Southwark Council,
2012).

Nos. 2 Pontypool Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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The single-storey Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place is of “stock brick, blue
brick detailing and red segmental arches ... wide doors, timber windows and a 60º pitched
glazed roof rising from behind a blue brick and concrete coping parapet.” (Southwark
Council, 2012).

Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place

Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

60º pitched glazed roof at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 12 Valentine Place, a two-storey late 19th century building of stock brick, was described
by Southwark Council in 2012 as follows: “On each floor beneath the red rubber segmental
arches, run a double band of blue brick, separated with a line of stock bricks. Cast-iron
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windows of 30 small panes remain, with bullnose blue brick sills. The roof is hidden
behind a parapet. During the mid 20th century the building was opening up at ground
floor level and a concrete beam and columns inserted, with glass block panels.” The building
was home to Silverprint from 1987 to 2012 and has now been purchased by a firm of
architects who have applied for planning permission in July 2013 to make some elevation
changes to the structure.

No. 12 Valentine Place

No. 12 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Nos 27-31 Webber Street comprise a single-storey post war building. While the building is
not a period structure, its modest height and brickwork are in harmony with the rest of the
Valentine Place townscape. Today the building serves as a busy production studio for
Spectrecom.
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Nos. 27-31
Webber Street

Nos. 27-31 Webber Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Nos. 27-31 Webber Street brickwork
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.4 Valentine Place Townscape Redevelopment in 2013
5.4.1 Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road
By the beginning of January 2013 the new building at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road for
which the gap site of the demolished Victorian warehouse at No. 1 Valentine Place had been
used as a service depot, was nearing completion. The full impact of this new build on the
Valentine Place Conservation Area could clearly be seen from the north, west and south of
the townscape.

New build at
Nos. 102-107
Blackfriars Road

Nos. 3-5 Valentine
Place

Loss of light at
Nos. 2-10 Valentine
Place

No. 21 Webber
Street

Nos. 27-31 Webber
Street

Aerial view of the Valentine Place townscape, from Webber Row
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Despite Southwark Council’s stated urban development policy on the need for height, scale,
massing and surface materials to be in keeping with the local context (Southwark Council,
2012), this new build clearly stands outside of these requirements: its height dominates the
area to such an extent that significant loss of light is now evident at Nos. 2-10 Valentine
Place on the northern side of the townscape; and its design and surface materials are out of
keeping with the work carried out previously on the Victorian former factory buildings at Nos.
2-10 Valentine Place - work which was done with such care that the finished product has not
only remained in complete harmony with, but has also served to considerably enhance, the
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rest of the Valentine Place townscape, both in architectural terms and in the townscape’s
tradition of providing a home for businesses.

Detail of renovated section at Nos. 2-10 Valentine Place
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The out-of-context nature of the new build at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road was noted at a
Southwark Council Planning Committee meeting on 4 September 2012, during which the site
was excluded from alterations to the boundaries of the Valentine Place Conservation Area
due to the fact that - unlike the rest of the buildings making up the conservation area - it did
not possess “special architectural or historic interest” (Southwark Council, 2012).

5.4.2 Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place, 21 Webber Street and 27-31 Webber Street
In February 2013 public relations company Four Public Affairs approached Webber &
Quentin Residents Association to request a meeting between local residents and the
architects Stiff + Trevillion, in order to discuss pre-planning ideas for a major redevelopment
of Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place, No. 21 Webber Street, Nos. 27-31 Webber Street and the gap
site at No. 1 Valentine Place.
The meeting took place on 13 February 2013. In addition to the two architects present, the
15 attendees at the meeting included local residents, business owners, Cathedrals Ward
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councillors and local interest groups serving the Waterloo area. The meeting began with a
number of residents and local business owners expressing their anger and sadness about
the demolition of the Victorian warehouse at No. 1 Valentine Place in 2010. Discussions then
moved on to the architects stating their intention to submit a planning application “within the
next two to three months”. No. 21 Webber Street was discussed, with the architects
indicating that “retention / façade retention should be considered” and also reporting that
they were in the process of carrying out their own internal survey of the building to assess
whether it contained “anything worth retaining” (Stiff + Trevillion, 2013).
On 12 February 2013 the architects held an open day for the public in the new build at
Nos.102-107 Blackfriars Road. A small number of sketched ideas for individual buildings on
the site were on display (none of which included No. 21 Webber Street), the language
regarding No. 21 Webber Street had shifted from “façade retention should be considered” to
“The Faience Façade of the old bakery on Webber Street can be retained”, and the timeline
on display showed the submission of a planning application for the whole site in early May
2013 (Stiff + Trevillion, 2013). There was no indication of any intention to retain the Victorian
warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place.
A further public event was held by Stiff + Trevillion at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road on 23
April 2013. The drawings on display revealed that the original intention as stated in February
2013 to remove the Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place and the post-war
building at Nos. 27-31 Webber Street remained. In addition, there were new visuals
indicating plans to build to heights of around six storeys from the gap site at No. 1 Valentine
Place and cascading down to the current height of No. 21 Webber Street, of which only the
façade would be retained.
The key events in this particular area of the townscape since 2010 – the demolition of No. 1
Valentine Place, the construction of a building at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road which is
significantly out of keeping with the existing townscape, the earmarking of No. 21 Webber
Street for demolition in December 2011, the plan to demolish Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place, and
the intention to create heights which exceed Southwark Council’s official guidelines for the
townscape (Southwark Council, 2012) – have all served to leave local residents and
business owners with strong concerns about the redevelopment of the townscape in general,
and in particular the degree of protection that will ultimately be afforded to No. 21 Webber
Street and Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place during such redevelopment.
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It is also a matter of concern that the interior of No. 21 Webber Street has not been
inspected by any party other than the architects contracted to the site’s owners. While the
architects have stated that their engineers “are investigating the internal structure, which will
be reused if possible” (Stiff + Trevillion, 2013), fire insurance plans point to evidence that the
building has architecturally sound and valuable elements, such as stone staircases, concrete
floors and a steel truss roof (Goad, 1968). Furthermore, expert opinion suggests that there
might be some exposed steelwork inside the building (Saint, 2012). It would therefore seem
fitting that a separate and independent internal survey should be carried out in order to
ensure that any remaining valuable internal elements could be assessed in terms of their
eligibility for retention.
In April 2013 the author of this report submitted a listing application to English Heritage,
focusing on No. 21 Webber Street as a building with an architectural style and unique history
that make it worthy of being taken under English Heritage’s wing and afforded the maximum
protection possible within any proposed redevelopment. In addition to all previous expert
comment, further support for the retention of the building was provided from the following
people in support of the English Heritage listing application:
Stephen Humphrey, Past President of the Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Society,
President of the Rotherhithe and Bermondsey Local History Society, Honorary Freeman of
the London Borough of Southwark:
“Valentine Place and its vicinity is certainly an interesting area, and fully deserves
the status of a conservation area. It is particularly notable for the commendable
and considerable effort that has been made to renovate and re-use a large group
of industrial buildings on the northside, in Pontypool Place and extending to
Boundary Row. The one uncertain element is the former Maltina Bakery, which is
a relatively low building fronting Webber Street and which extends along the
southside of Valentine Place. It has attractive Classical façades, one of which
bears the date of 1907, and which reveal a consistent design in a uniform
material to contrast with its brick-built neighbours. These façades deserve careful
restoration. The stretch of Valentine Place between the old bakery and the
modern building fronting Blackfriars Road is critical for the overall value of the
conservation area. It needs a building which is no taller than the neighbouring
ones and which has façades that respect the restored industrial buildings
opposite.” (Humphrey, S., 2013, pers. comm. 10 April).
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David Noakes, Liberal Democrat Councillor for Cathedrals Ward:
"Cathedrals ward, which is situated in the north-west corner of the London
Borough of Southwark, is an area with a rich history going back to before the
Romans. It is also the location over the last 15 years of the most intense physical
regeneration that has, and is continuing, to change the face of this historic part of
London, including the area around Blackfriars Road. For these reasons, in my
capacity as a ward councillor, I strongly support protecting the heritage of this
area and the listing of 21 Webber Street. It is imperative, that while we
acknowledge change can be positive and is inevitable, we do all we can to
protect the buildings that tell and reflect the history of this area." (Noakes, D.,
2013, pers. comm. 10 April).
On 9 May 2013 the decision of English Heritage was released to the listing applicant.
Although the overall conclusion was that the building could not be granted listing status,
English Heritage nevertheless stated that it “makes a prominent and valuable contribution to
the conservation area in which it stands” and provided the following detailed comments:
“*Architectural interest: the building is a solid and well-detailed example of a
small-scale Edwardian factory, but does not demonstrate the higher degree of
architectural interest or innovation necessary to mark it out as of special interest
at a national level.” (English Heritage, 2013)
“*Historic interest: the building reflects valuable elements of the social and
industrial history of the area, but does not have a sufficient level of interest in its
age, rarity, or particular history to mark it out as of special interest at a national
level.” (English Heritage, 2013)
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Courtesy of English Heritage
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5.5 What Next for the Valentine Place Townscape?
From the public presentations held in February and April 2013 by Stiff + Trevillion, it is
expected that their forthcoming planning application will propose demolition of Nos. 3-5
Valentine Place, Nos. 27-31 Webber Street and most of the internal and external fabric of
Nos. 17-19 (odd) Valentine Place / No. 21 Webber Street except for their façades and a
vaulted internal roof in the vicinity of the loading bays at Nos. 17-19 Valentine Place.
However, there is strong local feeling that priority should be given to considering retention of
the entire building at Nos. 17/19 (odd) Valentine Place / No. 21 Webber Street as well as the
historic Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place. This level of local feeling is based
on a number of proven facts, as outlined below.

5.5.1 Conservation area status
The Valentine Place townscape lies within a designated conservation area, and the key
elements of its historical character were summed up by Southwark Council in 2012 as
follows:
•

“... architectural style, in terms of the design of elevations, selection of materials,
detailing and so on, is only part of the concern. Equally important are townscape
issues of mass, overall form, building placement relative to the public realm, creation
and presentation of views and vistas, quality of boundary treatments, and visual
impacts of utility areas such as parking, servicing and site access.”

•

“Replacement of unlisted structures will normally only be entertained where existing
buildings do not make a positive contribution to the character and appearance of the
conservation area.”

•

“In the majority of cases the existing buildings within the Valentine Place
Conservation Area are good quality townscape buildings (buildings of merit) that
need to be retained and, where required, repaired and refurbished. In a small number
of places poor development in relatively recent times may give the opportunity for
redevelopment that can respond more sensitively to the special character of the
conservation area. New development should be seen as an opportunity to enhance
the conservation area.”
(Southwark Council, 2012)
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5.5.2 Key buildings in the townscape
As the most dramatic building and key focal point in the Valentine Place townscape, No. 21
Webber Street is deserving of the utmost consideration with respect to any planning
applications submitted for the site. The rationale for this approach is based on the following:

•

the building has a fascinating industrial history spanning the 20th century as both a
bakery and printworks;

•

its contribution to Southwark’s heritage has been acknowledged by English Heritage,
architectural experts, historians and Southwark Council’s Conservation and Planning
Department;

•

the Goad fire insurance plans of 1968 point to an extremely solid internal structure,
including features such as a steel truss roof, stone staircases and concrete floors.

While this document focuses primarily on No. 21 Webber Street, it is clear that the former
Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place also possesses elements of architectural
value, as outlined in section 5.3.3 above, and its industrial history is deserving of further
research.

5.5.3 Guidelines for development
In designating the townscape as a conservation area in 2012, Southwark Council provided a
detailed set of guidelines regarding the overall form of the townscape in terms of its period
warehouses, street pattern, height of buildings, roof lines, and materials used:

•

“It is important that the overall form of the development remains in keeping with the
morphological characteristics of the area. The urban form of the conservation area is
key to its character and any change must consider the basic principles that have
determined it. As the appraisal discusses, the street pattern dates from the 18th
century and the buildings largely from the late 19th century/early 20th century. The
urban structure is typified by narrow street blocks and relatively long frontage
buildings.” (Southwark Council, 2012).

•

“The common building forms in the conservation area also determine the way that
development and changes can take place. Through much of the area the dominant
building type is late Victorian/Edwardian industrial and warehouse buildings.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).
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•

“A visual rhythm in the street is created by the relatively long frontages with regular
fenestration patterns. This gives a strong verticality to buildings. Particular
characteristics which should be observed in conversion and new design are:
o Heights range between two and four storeys.
o Where new development is proposed buildings should respect the adjacent
building heights; and
o Roof lines characteristic of particularly former warehouses and industrial buildings
in the conservation area should be maintained. Extensions and changes to the
basic roof form are generally unacceptable even when located on the rear roof
plane.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).

•

“Choice and use of materials can have a significant effect on the character and
appearance of the Valentine Place Conservation Area. It is therefore important that
materials are appropriate for the building and for the conservation area. Care should
be taken to ensure that original materials are retained whenever possible, and if
replacements are necessary because of decay or damage, materials are chosen to
match the originals as closely as possible in both appearance and performance.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).

•

“The use of natural, traditional materials will be encouraged and expected particularly
on listed buildings. Artificial modern materials such as concrete tiles, artificial slates,
UPVC windows etc. generally look out of place, and may have differing behavioural
characteristics to natural materials. Some materials, such as concrete tiles, can lead
to problems with the building’s structure as their weight may exceed the loading for
which the roof trusses and internal walls were designed. Where such inappropriate
materials have been used in the past, their replacement with more sympathetic
traditional materials and detailing, where possible, will be encouraged. The use of
cement mortars and renders are discouraged on historic buildings.” (Southwark
Council, 2012).

•

“Windows and Doors
Where original elements exist they should whenever possible be retained in situ and
repaired. All external joinery should be painted, which is the traditional finish. Most
window frames are painted white, although white may not have been their original
colour, however repainting in garish colours would be inappropriate. Darker “heritage”
colours should be considered for doors, such as navy, maroon, dark green, black,
etc.” (Southwark Council, 2012).
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• “Roofs
Where possible, original roof coverings should be retained and if necessary repaired
with slate to match the existing. Where re-roofing is unavoidable because of
deterioration of the existing roof covering or inappropriate later works, the use of
natural slate will usually be required. The use of more modern materials such as
concrete tiles and artificial slate is unacceptable, and their greater weight can lead to
damage and deterioration of the roof structure if inappropriately used. Natural roof
slates should be used on listed buildings and either natural or good quality
reconstituted slate on unlisted buildings in the Valentine Place Conservation Area.
Natural slates have a better appearance and weather gradually and evenly over time:
most artificial slates weather badly with streaking and leaching of colour and adverse
effects on the overall appearance of the building.” (Southwark Council, 2012).
“Where they exist, original chimney stacks and pots should always be retained and
repaired if necessary. The reinstatement of appropriately designed replacement
chimney pots where these have been lost will be encouraged.” (Southwark Council,
2012).
•

“Brickwork
The painting or rendering of original untreated brickwork should be avoided and is
usually considered unacceptable. Where damaged bricks are to be replaced or new
work undertaken, bricks should be carefully selected to match those existing on
texture, size colour and should be laid in an appropriate bond to match the existing.”
(Southwark Council, 2012).

•

“Local Materials and Details
The predominant material palette for the area is set by the later Victorian and
Edwardian buildings. Whilst elaborate classical details exist in stucco and terracotta
on the Crown Public House and No. 21 Webber Street, the majority of buildings are
constructed of the following materials, a summary is provided below:
o

Buildings are predominantly faced in yellow brick;

o

Blue brick decorative banding courses, plinths to ground floor window sills and
blue bullnose edge brick sills;

o

Red brick segmental arches to openings;

o

Yorkstone and concrete sills;

o

Timber doors; and

o

Timber windows and metal windows.”

(Southwark Council, 2012).
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It is understood that the forthcoming planning application for the Valentine Place townscape
will include a survey of No. 21 Webber Street carried out by a firm appointed by architects
Stiff + Trevillion on behalf of the building’s owners. However, given the contribution of No. 21
Webber Street to Southwark’s heritage, local opinion is that an independent survey of the
interior should be carried out in order to provide an objective view of all possible options for
the building, and that such options should be based not simply on demolition as the lowest
cost route, but on the value of retaining the building in its entirety as a landmark asset within
the Valentine Place Conservation Area.
On a more general note regarding the townscape, it has already been acknowledged that for
the past 15 years Cathedrals ward has been the subject of intense regeneration and that
every effort should be made to protect the area’s heritage buildings (Noakes, 2013). In its
unique position as a building which stands out in the Valentine Place Conservation Area with
an architectural value acknowledged by leading experts both outside of and within
Southwark Council, No. 21 Webber Street is deserving of full retention and restoration to its
former glory. Moreover, the loss of all but the façade of No. 21 Webber Street and the
complete demolition of Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place would completely undermine the rationale of
the creation of the Valentine Place Conservation Area by Southwark Council in September
2012 and its guidelines on development as outlined in section 5.5.3 above.

5.6 Considering the Options
There are many fine examples of successful complete retention of Edwardian buildings, a
selection of which are included below in order to highlight the parallels and the inherent
possibilities which exist for No. 21 Webber Street and also for the Victorian warehouse at
Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place. These examples share a set of key common characteristics:
• all are buildings from the Edwardian era or have architectural styling which was
popular during the Edwardian era;
• all are full of architectural character and make a positive aesthetic and historical
contribution to their environment;
• all have a history of changing commercial usage over time;
• there is a will to preserve the historical and architectural legacy of each building;
• there is a commitment to high-quality preservation of the entire original external fabric
(as opposed to façade retention only);
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• retention of original internal features and/or sensitive refurbishment of the interiors
are present in all of them.
If this level of care can be taken with such buildings, it is reasonable that the same care
should also be granted to No. 21 Webber Street and Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place.

5.6.1 No. 39 Orange Street, Westminster
The National Portrait Gallery administrative offices are housed in an impressively restored
development linking No. 39 Orange Street, No. 45 Orange Street and No. 1 Charing Cross
Road. The renovation was carried out in the early 1990s and extensive plans (National
Portrait Gallery London, 1988) reveal the level of care taken to ensure retention of the
external fabric of all three buildings and sensitive refurbishment of the interiors.

No. 39 Orange Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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The No. 39 Orange Street section is of particular interest in that it has clear parallels with
No. 21 Webber Street:

•

both were built in the Edwardian era and are of a similar height and mass;

•

both incorporate neoclassical and/or classical architectural features;

•

both have enjoyed a fascinating history of being home to a variety of diverse
organisations.

No. 39 Orange Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Originally home to Orange Street Baths (National Archives, 2013), No. 39 Orange Street was
converted by the architect Harold Goslett into Ciro’s first London branch as a high-society
private club, which was opened in 1915. The conversion included a dining hall fitted with
casements, lifts, heating, hot water supplies and ventilation (Architectural Review, 1915), and
a sliding roof (Jazz Age, 2013). The lavish interior is succinctly summed up in the following
account:
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“There was a main large square room with a gallery flanked by imposing pillars to
the ceiling with a delicate décor of lettuce green and old gold in Louis XVI style.
On the ground floor there was a thicket of tables chairs and a platoon of waiters
and a more decent dance floor than the Parisian establishment. There was also
an American bar and grillroom decorated with chintz curtains and framed
caricatures of the famous by French artist Sem.” (Jazz Age, 2013)

Ciro’s notoriety included it being the first dance club to compete with London’s smart
restaurants by providing fine cooking and excellent service within an elegant setting; it also
staged one of the first true cabaret shows in London in 1917, and was closed after press
opposition due to the need for thrift in the First World War and was used as a hospital instead
(Jazz Age, 2013). After it reopened as a club it enjoyed fame for the next 30 years, as
evidenced by two pieces of British Pathe footage showing the following: a 1932 cabaret at
the venue, in which the “dancefloor, an ornate upper gallery balcony with seating, pillars on
the ground floor to the sides of the dancefloor, a stage for a band to play” are clearly visible
(British Pathe, 1932); and the preparations for a Jacques Griffe fashion show in 1953,
showing French models at work backstage and on the catwalk (British Pathe, 1953). From
1956 to 1985, the Ciro Club was leased to the Royal Dental Hospital of London as a base for
its non-clinical facilities (Smith & Cottell, 1997).

No. 39 Orange Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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The elegance and fine aesthetic of No. 39 Orange Street are an outstanding example of
what could also be achieved with No. 21 Webber Street if there was to be a commitment to
full retention of the building. If restored to its former glory, No. 21 Webber Street could take
the lead as a landmark building with the ideal height, massing and architectural
characteristics to reinforce and show off the superb shape and form of the historic Valentine
Place townscape, and thus add unique value to this area of Cathedrals Ward.

5.6.2 No. 47 Union Street, Southwark
Union Street was designated as a conservation area in 2000 (Southwark Council, 2000) and
has many buildings of architectural and historic note. One such example is the characterful
Edwardian building at No. 47 Union Street, constructed in 1907 as the home of The Mint &
Gospel Lighthouse Mission.

No. 47 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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No. 47 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The Mint & Gospel Lighthouse Mission belonged to the Shaftesbury Society and was
originally known as the Ragged School Union. Ragged Schools were an exceptional
example of Victorian philanthropy. Understood to have begun in the early 1800s, the aim of
the movement was to make educational provision for children in inner-city areas who through
poverty did not have access to schooling (Infed, 2013).
Classified in the Union Street Conservation Area Appraisal (Soutwark Council, 2000) as one
of the key buildings which were notable but not listed, this two-storey red brick building’s
features include a blue brick plinth, curved stone arches above the main entrance door and
at roof level, a dentil cornice, a dormer-style section on the roof, and large windows.

No. 47 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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No. 47 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

In 2008 the building was being used as a studio for photography and film location, and as a
space for arts and exhibitions (London SE1 Forum, 2008).
At the time of writing this report, work is being carried out to prepare the building for use as
private residential flats, with contractors seen carefully carrying out the delicate process of
repairing the window frame paintwork by hand and placing the windows back into the frames.

No. 47 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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When asked about the interior of the building, the contractors confirmed that it still has its
original exposed brickwork, wooden floors, fireplaces and cornices, all of which will be
retained.

5.6.3 No. 48 Union Street, Southwark
A further building classified by Southwark Council in 2000 as one of the key notable unlisted
buildings in Union Street, No. 48 Union Street has its origins in the St Saviours Parochial and
National Schools, which were situated on an adjoining site founded in 1704.

No. 48 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The school was re-erected at 48 Union Street and remained there until 1977 when it moved
to Redcross Way (Bankside then and now, 2013).
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No. 48 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Today the building is the headquarters of the Diocese of Southwark Board of Education. Its
original architecture includes arched entrances, large sash windows and a rooftop
playground with wrought iron balconies.

No. 48 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.6.4 No. 90 Union Street, Southwark
This Edwardian warehouse, originally numbered as Nos. 90-96 Union Street, was built in
1911 for merchant company Hermann Munzing (Post Office London Directory, 1911). By
1927, the company had become Walworth-Munzing Ltd, tube makers (Post Office London
Directory, 1927) and by 1930 it was called simply Walworth Ltd (Post Office London
Directory, 1930). Today the building is occupied by the World Trade Group.
Photographed by George Young in 1977, the Walworth Ltd signage and the various features
of the building are clear to see: an entrance door with lintel detail, a large window and
loading areas at ground floor level, two upper storeys with large arched windows, dormer
rooms at roof level and an elevated section rising above roof level. An estate agent’s sign at
first floor level reads “Office Accommodation”. There is a clear sense of faded glory about
the entire building.

Nos. 90-96 Union Street, © George Young, 1977
Courtesy of Southwark Local History Library
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Fast forwarding to 2013, this is how the building looks today:

No. 90 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 90 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The external structure has been sensitively restored, with attention to the original Edwardian
features, including the windows, cornicing and entrance door.
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No. 90 Union Street
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 90 Union Street, entrance door
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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A new, elevated section appears to have been added to the roof section, behind the dormer
rooms, but this has been carried out with such respect to the original design that it actually
serves to enhance the building rather than detract from it.

No. 90 Union Street, upper floors
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The eastern wall has painted brickwork bearing the company name ‘Walworth Ltd’. This
particular section of the building overlooks a narrow alley which is now inaccessible due to a
locked gate, but which in former times was a public passageway (Ordnance Survey, 1916).

No. 90 Union Street, Walworth Ltd detail (east wall)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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The interior of the building has been refurbished to create light and airy office
accommodation. The original studded cast iron support columns have been retained
throughout as a handsome feature recalling the building’s industrial past: on the ground floor
these are painted white and in the basement, which has a much lower ceiling, they are
painted in an array of different colours to create a bright, visually pleasing and fun
workspace.

5.6.5 No. 169 Union Street, Southwark
This large-scale Edwardian building was built in 1905 and for many years was the sorting
office for Royal Mail parcels.

No. 169 Union Street, main entrance (northside of building)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

In 2000 the building was converted into office premises and occupied first by Sainsbury’s
and then by Accenture. The current occupant is the The London Fire and Emergency
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Planning Authority, which relocated to the building in 2005 from Albert Embankment (London
SE1, 2005).

No. 169 Union Street (northside of building)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

This immaculately restored building has original sash windows, chimneys, a stone carved
crest and curved stone archways. The interior has been refurbished in a modern style with
lots of natural light into a large open plan layout, which is accessed via a set of steps from
the main entrance up to a reception area.

No. 169 Union Street, window and chimney details
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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No. 169 Union Street, window detail (southside of building)
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

5.6.6 Bermondsey Street, Southwark
This large red brick former warehouse is located at the northern end of Bermondsey Street,
at the junction of Bermondsey Street and St. Thomas Street.

Bermondsey Street former warehouse
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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Built in 1903, the exterior has been immaculately restored to its original condition.

Bermondsey Street former warehouse
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

It is also understood from contractors working on the building that the interior has been
refurbished, but that the original wooden floor has been retained.

5.6.7 No. 680 Commercial Road, Tower Hamlets
Designed by Niven and Wigglesworth in 1901, Passmore Edwards Sailors’ Palace was
opened by King George V and Queen Mary in 1903 (Chart and Compass, 1903) and
became known informally as ‘Jack’s Palace’ (Prince of Wales Sea Training School, 2013).

No. 680 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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This Edwardian building of brick and Portland stone has an impressive turreted gatehouse,
an ornately carved stone figure of Britannia, decorated lead panels, royal crests and
decorative maritime motifs, arched windows at ground floor level (Public Monuments &
Sculpture Association, 2013) and drainpipes decorated with anchors.

No. 680 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Sold by the Sailor’s Society in 1979, the building was converted by Shankland Cox into
housing for the Rodinglea Housing Association in 1983 and opened by Peter Shore MP in
May 1987.

No. 680 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.6.8 747 Commercial Road, Tower Hamlets
Designed by F.R.I.B.A. architect T.B. Daniel, the Empire Memorial Hostel was opened in
1923 by Princess Marie Louise for the British and Foreign Sailors’ Society 1923. The idea for
the hostel had originated from the Ladies’ Guild as a way of expressing its gratitude to the
sailors who had lost their lives in the First World War. It provided a warm welcome to sailors
when they were ashore, with an interior that comprised 250 “cubicles”, a lounge, a
restaurant, a writing and reading room, and a billiard room (Chart and Compass, 1924).

No. 747 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

Although the building was constructed some years after the end of the Edwardian period, the
use of faience and neoclassical elements are reminiscent of the approach used in the design
of No. 21 Webber Street.

747 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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No. 747 Commercial Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

The building was used by sailors for more than 50 years and continued to add a range of
useful facilities, including a steam laundry in the basement, a chapel and a welfare
department (Chart and Compass, 1952). The building was sold by the Sailors’ Society in
1979 and converted into private apartments. On the northside of the building a gated inner
courtyard can be seen, with balconies overlooking a communal area for residents.

No. 747 Commercial Road, northside
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.6.9 176 Blackfriars Road, Southwark
Designed by architect Arthur C. Russell and constructed in 1909-1910 by builders
J. Marsland & Sons for the Sons of Temperance Friendly Society London Grand Division,
No. 176 Blackfriars Road is now owned by a firm of architects who have retained the original
exterior of the building, painted the interior and recessed the original historical plaques into
the wall at the main entrance.

No. 176 Blackfriars Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013

No. 176 Blackfriars Road
© Barbara Grehs, 2013
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5.6.10 Tower Office, Liverpool
This five-storey listed building in the maritime mercantile City of Liverpool was designed by
Aubrey Thomas and built in 1906.

UK: Liverpool, Tower Building
© Mark Wheaver www.englishtowns.net

A large-scale Edwardian structure, it is immaculately maintained, with original features which
include curved corner bays, a mix of white faience and grey granite cladding, arched
windows, attics, a recessed top storey with parapet, corner turrets and a central octagonal
tower.
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6. Conclusions
Prior to the designation of the Valentine Place Conservation Area in 2012, this unique and
cohesive townscape consisted of eight period buildings dating from the Victorian and
Edwardian eras.
In 2010 the owners of No. 1 Valentine Place, Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place, No. 21 Webber
Street and Nos. 27-31 Webber Street took the decision to demolish the immaculately
preserved Victorian warehouse at No. 1 Valentine Place and use the gap site as a depot to
service a new build at Nos. 102-107 Blackfriars Road. Due to its design and scale, this new
build was not considered by Southwark Council to be eligible for inclusion in the Valentine
Place Conservation Area.
The decision to demolish No. 1 Valentine Place stands in stark contrast to the treatment of
the other four period buildings in the townscape: Nos. 1-8 Boundary Row, Nos. 2-10
Valentine Place, No. 2 Pontypool Place and No. 12 Valentine Place. All of these buildings
have enjoyed a level of care and sensitive restoration that have made a major contribution to
maintaining the townscape’s unique aesthetic and its historical legacy.
Since conservation area status alone does not ultimately protect period buildings from
demolition or redevelopment, Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place and No. 21 Webber Street are now
under threat of either complete demolition and/or façade-only retention in the forthcoming
planning application from the buildings’ owners.
The primary aim of this illustrated history has therefore been to present a comprehensively
researched, fact-based study focusing primarily on No. 21 Webber Street as the most
outstanding period building in the Valentine Place townscape in terms of its architectural and
historical contribution to Southwark’s heritage, and to argue for retaining and restoring the
entire building rather than simply retaining only its façade.
The Victorian warehouse at Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place is also clearly worthy of further
research, given Southwark Council’s acknowledgement of its architectural features and the
fact that the building’s historical legacy includes being home to a major pewtering and bar
fitting firm during the 19th and 20th centuries and to a busy events company today.
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Additionally, although the building at Nos. 27-31 Webber Street is not a period structure, its
height and brickwork are nevertheless in harmony with the general shape, appearance and
massing of the townscape, and any plan to demolish it should therefore be accompanied by
a detailed proposition of a replacement structure that would preserve the integrity of the
townscape’s overall appearance.
Underpinning this illustrated history are the following key facts:
•

the buildings earmarked for demolition and/or façade-only retention lie within a
designated conservation area;

•

Southwark Council has produced a clear set of guidelines for how development
should be approached in the townscape and has highlighted in particular the need for
retention of the townscape’s period warehouses;

•

there are many fine examples of successful restoration of period buildings and
structures in London and other cities in the UK, and a small selection of these have
been included in this study as evidence of the possibilities which exist for restoring
No. 21 Webber Street and Nos. 3-5 Valentine Place to their former glory.

With its long history encompassing the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries, the Valentine Place
Conservation Area is a completely unique townscape in Southwark and for this reason it is
deserving of the utmost care and protection. It is sincerely hoped that this study will help in
that process.
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